Economics

Home based learning – Students will be utilizing Khan Academy for review of topics AND for introduction to new topics not yet taught. Khan takes students step by step through all Georgia Standards Based Segments for Economics. Each day will review 6-10 domains using short videos and practice questions – Students will be completing Study Island Benchmarks Every fourth day – they will be given grades based off their performances on Study Island. Students without internet will complete the alternate assignment listed below

Alternative Assignment for Students without internet

Using all available resources to you, including books, library, TV, newspaper, etc., please complete the following tasks DAILY.

Going in order of presidency, starting with George Washington, you are to research their personal philosophy on economics. You need to state the condition of the economy during their term of presidency, such as unemployment rates, trade, currency value, banking problems, etc. Each President should have a MINIMUM of TWO full paragraphs – one explaining their views, and one explain the state of the economy during their term. Two presidents per day! That is a total of FOUR paragraphs per day. TWO presidents per day.
four domains and answer the practice questions for all four domains – The videos are 3-7mins a piece, and must watch all videos on all four domains under the tab of Basic Microeconomic Concepts. You must watch ALL videos in all FOUR domains

**Day 10**-Students will logon to their appropriate teacher’s Study Island account to complete a 20 question assessment related to the four days of topics. Labeled at Home Assessment #2

**Day 11**-Students will logon to Khan Academy [https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain](https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain)

***PLEASE NOTE THAT YESTERDAY YOU WERE TO START A NEW TAB/OVERALL TOPIC FROM THE HOME PAGE - They will select the Topic MICROECONOMICS (it’s in Orange) – They will then click on “Supply, demand, and market equilibrium” - Students will watch the videos for all three domains and answer the practice questions for all three domains – The videos are 3-7mins a piece, and must watch all videos on all three domains under the tab of Supply, demand, and market equilibrium. You must watch ALL videos in all THREE domains

**Day 12**-Students will logon to Khan Academy [https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain](https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain)

They will select the Topic MICROECONOMICS (it’s in Orange) – They will then click on “Consumer and producer surplus, market interventions, and international trade” - Students will watch the videos for all three domains and answer the practice questions for all three domains – The videos are 3-7mins a piece, and must watch all videos on all three domains under the tab of Consumer and producer surplus, market interventions, and international trade. You must watch ALL videos in all THREE domains

**Day 13**-Students will logon to Khan Academy [https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain](https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain)

They will select the Topic MICROECONOMICS (it’s in Orange) – They will then click on “Forms of competition” - Students will watch the videos for all five domains and answer the practice questions for all five domains – The videos are 3-7mins a piece, and must watch all videos on all five domains under the tab of Forms of competition. You must watch ALL videos in all FIVE domains

**Day 14**-Students will logon to Khan Academy [https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain](https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain)

They will select the Topic MICROECONOMICS (it’s in Orange) – They will then click on “Market failure and the role of government” - Students will watch the videos for all four domains and answer the practice questions for all four domains – The videos are 3-7mins a piece, and must watch all videos on all four domains under the tab of Forms of competition. You must watch ALL videos in all Four domains
Day 15-Students will logon to their appropriate teacher’s Study Island account to complete a 20 question assessment related to the four days of topics. Labeled at Home Assessment #3

Day 16-Students will logon to Khan Academy https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain

*** PLEASE NOTE THAT TODAY WILL START A NEW TAB/OVERALL TOPIC FROM THE HOME PAGE - They will select the Topic Finance and capital markets (it’s in Orange) – They will then click on “Interest and debt” - Students will watch the videos for all six domains and answer the practice questions for all six domains – The videos are 3-7mins a piece, and must watch all videos on all six domains under the tab of Basic Microeconomic Concepts. You must watch ALL videos in all SIX domains

Day 17-Students will logon to Khan Academy https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain

*** PLEASE NOTE THAT YESTERDAY YOU WERE TO START A NEW TAB/OVERALL TOPIC FROM THE HOME PAGE - They will select the Topic Finance and capital markets (it’s in Orange) – They will then click on “Taxes” - Students will watch the videos for all two domains and answer the practice questions for all two domains – The videos are 3-7mins a piece, and must watch all videos on all two domains under the tab of Taxes. You must watch ALL videos in all TWO domains.

Day 18-Students will logon to Khan Academy https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain

They will select the Topic Finance and capital markets (it’s in Orange) – They will then click on “Investment vehicles, insurance, and retirement” - Students will watch the videos for all five domains and answer the practice questions for all five domains – The videos are 3-7mins a piece, and must watch all videos on all five domains under the tab of Investment vehicles, insurance, and retirement. You must watch ALL videos in all FIVE domains

Day 19-Students will logon to Khan Academy https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain

They will select the Topic Finance and capital markets (it’s in Orange) – They will then click on “Money, banking and central banks” - Students will watch the videos for all eight domains and answer the practice questions for all eight domains – The videos are 3-7mins a piece, and must watch all videos on all eight domains under the tab of Money, banking and central banks. You must watch ALL videos in all EIGHT domains

Day 20-Students will logon to their appropriate teacher’s Study Island account to complete a 20 question assessment related to the four days of topics. Labeled at Home Assessment #4